Asklepieion is a word derived from the name of Aesculapius, the Greek god of medicine and healing. Aesculapius was honored and worshipped throughout the Greek world by persons seeking the healing powers of the physician. Temples were erected in honor of Aesculapius near healing springs or high mountains. Those who worshipped him were known as Aesculapae. Therefore, the temples in his honor were known as Aesculapions (Asklepieions). In the ancient city of Memphis, on the Nile River, there was a temple where people went for worship and for care. In our own city of Memphis, on the Mississippi River, people come to our Asklepieion for healing and care.

Bill Robinson, Former Vice Chancellor, Student Affairs
University of Tennessee Health Science Center
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Devastation of innocence, motivated by ... inspires a steel resolve to hurdle beyond mere survival toward the most powerful of a nation's achievements - unity.

The scars of madness remind us why we strive for achievement and excellence and therein elevate humanity.
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Dawn Brown
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Shawn Lehman-Grim
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Katherine Medley
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Chad Price
SGAEC President

Rebecca Rokosky
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Nilam Shah
Allied Health Sciences

Odell Horton, Jr, JD
Advisor

MATA Rail Extension - SGA President served on artist selection/design approval committee.

Campus Master Plan - SGAEC submitted a plan that outlines students’ wishes for SAC, GEB, and Plaza Building.

Campus Improvement Fund - narrowed projects to the following possibilities: 1) racquetball court renovation, 2) library furniture for first floor, 3) student lounge in GEB, 4) miscellaneous Campus Recreation equipment needs.

Visiting Student Policy - negotiating with Knoxville campus to allow UTSC students access to student amenities/privileges while rotating in Knoxville.

Entertainment Event at Gordon Biersch - over 200 students participated in the event which included a canned food drive.

Grizzlies Night - sponsored a night for students to receive reduced prices to watch a Memphis Grizzlies basketball team.

Legislative Breakfast - students from each college addressed local state legislators about the needs for increased funding for higher education.

Voter Registration Drive - manned a booth for students to register to vote.

Committee Structure Reorganization - held first-ever group meeting for all committees to have their initial meeting.

Printing Lab Issue - worked with students and administration to find a solution for the growing number of copies being made in the GEB lab.

Smoking Policy - encouraged the administration to enforce the smoking policy for the 3rd floor of the GEB; the policy states that people smoke outside the building.

Flu Shots - co-sponsored student flu-shot day; handed out candy to students receiving shots.

September 11th Grend Zero Fundraiser - raised over $200 from students to buy sweatshirts for the workers at the World Trade Towers.

Representation on University-Wide Committees - SGA President served on the following committees: 1) Board of Trustees Student/Faculty Council, 2) UTAA Board of Governors.

UT Student Leaders Retreat - SGA President and Vice-President attend the student leaders retreat in Knoxville.

SGAEC Christmas Party - social for SGAEC members and staff.

...behind the scenes
Each term the Office of Student Life administers student activities which provide an opportunity for students to escape the ongoing stresses of their educational experience. These special events are planned, promoted, and carried out with the assistance of the student Entertainment Committee and members of the SGAE. Some of the more successful events this past year were: "5:00 Friday", "Coffee Break", "Student Appreciation Day" and "Redbird’s Night".
Our annual Student Appreciation Day celebration of students in all colleges was a success. About 600 students enjoyed messages, caricature art, bungee run, live art, balloon art, scuba diving, laser tag, and the rock climbing wall.
The Entertainment Committee received all kinds of compliments for supplying coffee, pastries, and donuts to all students in the GEB early Valentine's Day. Student Life and the SGAEC Entertainment Committee are planning more of these since they seem to be so well liked.
The Office of Campus Recreation is a focal point for recreational opportunities at UTHSC. Physical activity plays a vital role in the development and maintenance of a "healthy, well-adjusted" individual. The programs offered by Campus Rec are a means to educate, provide opportunities for competition and social and personal interaction between students, provide assessment and guidance in the area of fitness, and to provide student leadership opportunities.

The Outdoor Adventures Program provides opportunities for personal challenge and discovery. Our goal is to bring enjoyable and worthwhile experiences by introducing students to the many areas in Tennessee and nearby regions that offer outdoor recreation opportunities. Participants are instructed on a variety of skills such as camping, canoeing, reading a trail map, trip planning, and wilderness cooking. These skills can then be transferred to our personal lives giving us the ability to take charge of our own circumstances, overcome fears, and become active in group decision making.
The competitive nature of sports, even in a recreational setting, win or lose, is a great self-esteem builder.

Thanks to all who played and for your continued support. You are all CHAMPIONS in the eyes of Campus Recreation.
UTHSC Student Organizations

- Baptist Collegiate Ministry
- Black Student Association
- University Catholics
- Christian Medical & Dental Association
- Independent Presbyterian Bible Study
- International Association
- Muslim Student Association
- United Methodist Fellowship
In 1980 the Imhotep Society became an officially recognized organization on campus, for the purpose of honoring students, faculty, staff, and alumni who have significantly contributed to student life and student process at UTSC. It was recognized that many student leaders, in performing their functions and assignments, may have sacrificed high academic accomplishments and thus did not receive recognition through those organizations which traditionally honor students for high academic achievement. While the principle objective of the Imhotep Society is to reward and recognize student leadership and service on campus, a secondary goal is to inspire students to continue leadership and service roles as alumni of the University.

2001 Imhotep Society Inductees

AHS: Susan M. Bishop, Yves Reginald Chery, Stephanie Lynn Costes, Sarah Elizabeth Dodson, Amy Ann Fulks, Anna Gaither, Erin R. Greiner, Brooke Longley, Jenny Puff, Beth Roberts.

Dentistry: Jay Gibson Davis, Turner Emery, Shawn Lehman-Grimes.

Medicine: Craig A. Marhefka.


Nursing: Ashley Rae Crawford, Jacquelyn Stines.

Pharmacy: April Y. Allen, Jamie T. Chapman, Stephanie B. Clayton, Marty Gentry, Stephanie Lee Johnson, Carrie-Anne Segraves, Joseph M. Swanson, Natalie Ann Tate, P. Kellie Turner.


Great Job!
Thanks to all of you.

NURSING
Rebecca Rokosky

Medicine
Brian Bledsoe, Kara Blevins, Chuck Gilliland, Beth Marlow, Katherine Medley, Norma Moody, Jen O’Bryan, Dennis Peacock, Christina O’Relley, Chad Price, Wendy Sacks, Thinesh Sivapatham, Rachael Smith, Joey Stone

Dentistry
Alane Furlotte, Audrey McFadden, Michelle Woodward

Pharmacy
Wesley Ball
University Center Store
Standing L-R: Jonas Barnes, Mary Sandridge, Sandra Boone, Clara Taliferro, Christa Thompson, Adrienne Bragg.
Seated L-R: Robin Ellis, Louis Patterson, Rosie Farmer.

Dining Services
Top Row L-R: Valana Milan, Carmo Wynne, Marcus Brittman.
Middle Row L-R: Tosie Mitchell, Vanessa Robinson, Jessie Rodgers, Mary Wiggins, Richard Cleavers.
Back Row L-R: Chris Berry, Eddie Sandridge, Juanita Edmorough.

University Health Services
Standing L-R: Christa Denis, Sharron Martin, Dr. Peggy Vesper, Kenneth Hayes, Carey Bateman.
Seated L-R: Dr. Milton Desidero, Dr. Cheryl Strehlow.

Campus Police

General Education Building Staff
Front Row L-R: George Butler, Louise Carbow, Aleta Mendick, Thurman Hubbell, Jo Reddie, Steve Butler, A.B. Gordon.
Middle Row L-R: Sandra Peters, Betty McMullin, Julie Smith, Dr. Roland Andrews, Steve Elliott, Mary Justice, Handy Franks, Carol Mason.
Back Row L-R: Erma Williams, Doris McGhee, Mr. Ray Colson, Maage Smith, Marsha Elliott, Dr. Charles Horton, Ronald Davis, B. K. Saha, Calvin Dickerson, Gert Whitting.
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Allied Health Sciences
ALPHA ETA SOCIETY

MEMBERS INDUCTED IN 2001

CYTOTECHNOLOGY ........................................... Jennifer Leigh Coats
Whitney Fleming Gamble

DENTAL HYGIENE ............................................ Jennifer Randi Lee Bonner
Tammy Deniece Ing
Carrie Virginia Lowery

HEALTH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT ............... Desiree Beatrice Hutson
Samantha Gayle Sloan

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY .................................... Sarah Elizabeth Dodson

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ................................. Summer LeAnn Britton
Laura Newman Dawson
Kristie Sturdivant Moore
Kelly S. Zellers

PHYSICAL THERAPY ........................................ Amanda Leigh Andrews
Carmon Marie Bolton
Catherine Anne Bryd
Sara Lynn Johnson
Rachel Cain Johnston
Whitney Michele Nations

CYTOTECHNOLOGY
Class of 2002

Top Row L-R
C/O’Neil (Summer Intern)
Peggi Hasty (Instructor)
Tanya Gates (Honor Council Alternate)
Paul Stevens (President)
Leonard Bloom (Asst. Professor)
Renee Rosen L-R
Mandy Dyer (Archives Coordinator)
Mauricia McClain (Vice-President)
Adam Smith (Honor Council Rep)
DENTAL HYGIENE
CLASS OF 2002

Class Officers

President — Stephanie Costes
Vice President — Stacia Newton
Secretary — Katherine Friedman
Treasurer — Lisa Gagliano
Historian — Marissa Arriaga
Assistant Historian — Hope Hutcheson
Honor Code Representative — Caroline Hallett
Haller
Assistant Honor Code Representative — Armina Francisco
Social Chair — Leslie Marconi
Assistant Social Chair — Bridgett Fletch
DENTAL HYGIENE
CLASS OF 2003

Susan Antonucci
Nichole Avery
Melissa Barnett
Kristin Bryan
Angela Davis
Christina Davis

Leigh Dodson
Amy Driggers
Amy Dunahoo
Julie Hiedrich
Amber Hofmeister
Kelli Jenkins

Laura Jolley
Kimberly Kelsey
Lori Kramer
Danielle Kadreck
Cheryl Langford
Karen Oglesby

Yeon Park
Lesley Roberts
Sonya Sage
Larissa Sanford
Amanda Scott
Brooke Thurman

Niki Voice
Theresa Walls
Kimberly Walter
Sarah Whitlow
HEALTH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
CLASS OF 2002

Kim Bainscomb
Donna Martin/Trench
Rebecca O'Steen

Beverly Robinson
Cheri Salone
Laura Waterbury
Erika Williams

CLASS OFFICERS
President/Yearbook — Cheri Salone
Vice President for Social Activities — Beverly Robinson
Vice President for Intramurals/Honor Council Representative — Laura Waterbury
Honor Council Representative — Erika Williams
Top 10 reasons why Medical Technology school is like boot camp:

1. When you get out you will never want to go back.
2. You are trained to deal with terrorist attacks.
3. You are expected to survive on minimal sleep.
4. You are subjected to mental torture.
5. There isn't that much difference between fatigues and scrubs.
6. You don't get to see your family as often as you'd like.
7. You have to get up at the break of dawn.
8. There is no time to get your hair and/or nails done.
9. You do not have the privilege of calling in sick. Be there or else!
10. Your instructors will make you cry as much as, if not more than a drill sergeant.
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
CLASS OF 2002

Shelley Rock
Heather Claba
Erica Grist
Holly Hancock

William Hinson
Valerie Latham
Andrea Maxwell
Amanda Minton

Nima Shah
K. Shannon Shepard
Lauren Sneed
Chinny Thomas
MASTER'S PHYSICAL THERAPY CLASS OF 2002

Jennifer Bengston
Catherine Berry
Heather Boughner
Tonya Brown
Mindy Burden
Dula Carter

Amy Clayton
Lisa Collier
Lori Cornell
Lauri Dalton
Jeff Daniels
Courtney Fossen

Dana Ferguson
Nora Fleming
Kim Franco
Aremi Garcia
Lisa Glavert-Jones
Brandon Gray

Nichole Grace
Jolie Griffin
Carrie Hilliard
Karen Horner
Leah Hostler
Stephanie Hyatt

Jodie Jennings
Tamara Kent
Janel Kiser
Cheri Lam
Kristie Lott
Matthew Magoo

Brent McCoy
Lisa McCormick
Ronald Montgomery
Edward Myers
Will Murphy
Oluwakemi Olumuyiwa

Citizensitement:
Douglas Perry
Kevin Pedmore
Jennifer Puhl
Payton Redden
Meredith Schack

Tara Scott
Kevin Tate
Claire Tidwell
Lawrence Warkentin
April Weber
Davis Wheatley

Stacy Whitney
Fred Wittman
Karyn Young
MASTER'S PHYSICAL THERAPY CLASS OF 2003

Donnell Bell
Joseph Blockham
Cody Bynolock
Sarah Bohrner
Arnette Casalis
Brandie Davidson

Jenelle Ann Dawkins
Alexandra Donatelli
Lisa Harper
Nikki Harper
Willie Hines
Melissa Heffelfield

Nicole Hoppe
Alise Jackson
Katherine Kees
Caryn Kimsey
Teresa Krcma
Melanie Lambert

Catherine Maloney
Svetlana Marlar
Elise Mckinlack
Meg Nateley
Chris Northcut
Sueen Orland

Holly Recziff
Leetle Scruggs
Svetlana Shippman
Allison Smith
Patrick Smith
Sheri Smith

Abigail Stephens
Stephanie Sullivan
Aduree Sullivan
Sarah Tawson
Jemeka Williams
Cheryl Windham
MASTER'S PHYSICAL THERAPY CLASS OF 2004

Elizabeth Abernathy
Lisa Ahn
Just Bennett
Rosie Brown
Casey Carter
Maianda Clark

Matthew Coats
Katie Davis
Jonathan Dugger
Laura Etemadi
Becky Evans
Taryn Graves

Jennifer Hill
Madonna Howard
Christy Hughes
Joni Huffman
Jennifer Kelley
Kelly Lowry

Atmer Miller
Katherine Mobley
Chastie Mulford
Tabitha Napper
Casey Perry
Samuel Pitman

Michele Rodriguez
Julie Saathoff
Cindy Song
Dominique Smith
Aloha Stephens
April Stewart

Dolive Talliver
Heather Varela
Amanda White
Lauren Wooten
Strong As Ever
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Dentistry
OFFICE OF THE DEAN

William F. Slagle, D.D.S.
DEAN

Phillip O. Dowdle, D.D.S.
Associate Dean for Student Affairs

Van T. Hensel, D.D.S.
Associate Dean for Clinical Affairs

Wisdom F. Coleman, D.D.S.
Associate Dean for Administration

Russell Gilpatrick, D.D.S.
Executive Associate Dean for Academic Affairs

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS
Mary Rowsey
Rose Martin
Nancy Turley
Johanna Hart
Beth Swift
Judy Makemore
Gwen Rodon
Pediatric Dentistry
Chair — Dr. Sanford Fenton

Orthodontics
Chair — Dr. James Vadens

Biologic & Diagnostic Sciences
Chair — Dr. Mayjorie Woods

Periodontology
Chair — Dr. Mark Patterson

Advanced Education in General Dentistry

Dental Research
Chair — Dr. Mustafa Dabbous

Restorative Dentistry
Chair — Dr. James Simon

Orthodontics
Chair — Dr. James Vadens

Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery
Chair — Dr. Ben Hipp
The American Student Dental Association (ASDA) is a national student-run organization which protects and advances the rights, interests, and welfare of students with a unified voice and provides information, education, advocacy, and services.

The Association introduces lifelong involvement in organized dentistry, and promotes change for the betterment of the profession.

The American Student Dental Association (ASDA) is a national student-run organization which protects and advances the rights, interests, and welfare of students with a unified voice and provides information, education, advocacy, and services.

The Association introduces lifelong involvement in organized dentistry, and promotes change for the betterment of the profession.

With the motto for the year being "All Eyes On Us," the University of Tennessee, Memphis Chapter of the Student National Dental Association hit the ground running! Looking to build on previous outstanding achievement, the UT SNDA once again set high chapter goals. With increased membership, SNDA set goals of taking the chapter above and beyond in unity, scholarship, and recognition on campus, locally, and nationally.

The UT SNDA promoted unity by participating in monthly meetings and various social events throughout the year. Monthly meetings have added a new dimension "Lunch Knowledge." This allows members to gain information about different aspects and areas of dentistry from dental professionals. There has also been an incorporation of Q&A sessions and a study-building lab to address concerns, dental techniques, and membership issues. On campus, SNDA displays originality with breath-taking bulletin boards in the S&H and Geminis building. SNDA also takes part in campus activities alongside other organizations.

Locally, members organize and participate in a variety of health fairs for surrounding communities in an effort to promote oral health. Dedicated to performing at least one public service project per month, SNDA can be seen locally lending a helping hand.

During the NDA/SNDA National Convention in Boca Raton, FL, the UT SNDA Chapter was awarded "Chapter of the Year" for the second year straight! With our Student-Doctor Cory Hawson serving as the national SNDA President, the UT SNDA continues to be very active nationally. In the pursuit to take the chapter where no chapter has gone before, the UT SNDA strives to act as a model in educating and involving minorities in the social, moral, and ethical obligations of the dental profession.

Joseph Duckworth
2001-02 SNDA President
Psi Omega Fraternity was founded in the spring of 1892 at the Baltimore College of Dental Surgery, the first dental college in the world. The objectives of Psi Omega are to maintain and advance the high standards of dentistry by instilling in its members the spirit of fraternal cooperation. The Psi-O's enjoy the benefits of membership, which provides a means of relaxation with friends and classmates who have similar interests and is a stimulating source of diversion without interfering with academic standing. The fraternity also provides for a better-balanced education by promoting principles of knowledge, morality and friendship, and creates a common bond on a national level.

XI PSI PHI FRATERNITY

In 1889 at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, five freshmen decided to form a fraternity to place their "friendship on a more firm and lasting basis." Since that time XI Psi Phi Fraternity has grown to more than 20,000 members and is represented on 18 campuses in the United States and Canada.

The ZPs are well known for their social functions and desire to promote dental health and goodwill. ZPs Fraternity has progressed for more than 100 years because of its high ideals and worthy purposes to give each member a richer life and by living up to its simple motto:

"Hospitality is the Life of Friendship."
CLASS OF 2002

Seniors • Seniors • Seniors • Seniors • Seniors

Charles Anaker
Andrew Armitage
Melissa Armitage
Mauri Arfick
William Eggart
Leslie Oilund
Kyna Dubkin
William Dunklin
Todd Foxy

Ben Bighin
Ty Bartley
Jason Barth
Scott Ball
Eric Foster
Alexandra Cusco
Kristin George
Sid Fletcher

Heather Bond
Ryan Bowles
Mike Burrows
Angela Cameron
Jonathan Griffin
Dwayne Hall
Britt Haaslett
Toress Grayson

Mike Curry
Cary Darrel
Brad Davis
Jay Davis
Matthew Harrison
Molly Harbin
Joshua Hethem
Todd Higgobottom
Class of 2004

Doug Allin
Stephanie Baldwin (Quartetmaster)
Jason Battie
Bradley Becker
Daniel Beene
Brooke Bentley (Social Chair)
Blake Knipes

Mark Britton
Chris Burke (Quartetmaster)
Susan Burke
Brad Burleson
Jerome Burns
Allen Bush
Ashley Clayton

Candy Cole (Honor Council Alt)
Kelly Cox
Adam Crew
Mandolin Gardners
Thomas Hadley
Shane Hendley
Chelsea Hopper

Jon Hopkins (ASRA Rep)
Angela Howard
Ivy Huggins
Casey Jackson
Debbie Jeffers
Frank Johnson (Vice President)
Eddie Kao

Michael Kitchens
Kerry Lukens
Graham Locke
Melanie Lawrey
Brooke Lee
Allen Marx (Secretary)
Mark Marshall (Social Chair)

Audrey McSadden (Vice President)
Patrick McGee
Will McPherson
Todd Midyett
David Miles
Christian Motes
Alist Mead

(left) "Hello Ladies! I seem to have lost my phone number. Can I have yours?"

(right) "Does anyone know when we parked the car?"

(right) "Will McPherson goes up to bring in the new year with his lady friends."

(left) "Drink up boys, it's potoosh after watch..."

Dentistry
CLASS OF 2005

Class Officers

Back Row: Gary Bickel — President
Cathryn Martin — Secretary
Verena Large — Treasurer
Kelly-Cayne Mason — ASDA Rep.
Jason Kirkpatrick — ASDA Rep.

Front Row: Brian Short — Intramural Coordinator
John Mothrus — Social Chairman
Robert Martfo — Social Chairman
Brandon Burger — Social Chairman

Robert Ammarell — Honor Council Rep. (Alternate)

Front Row: Wes Windratt — Quartermaster
Nick Fong — Quartermaster
Jacob Ream — Class Notes Officer
Dustin Dinh — Class Notes Officer
Jacob Duke — Class Notes Officer

Robert Ammarell
Chloe Arnold
Ken Barke
David Barron
Cary Bickel
Vicke Roumavage
Jared Buddy

Chace Backman
Brandon Burger
Scott flowerland
Nick Charles
Sunnae Loco
Angela Davis
Dustin Dinh

Jacob Duke
Roben Eiler
Christina Faulkner
James Ferguson
Nick Fong
Richard Furdane
Taysin Fowler

Left: D-1's watch with anticipation for Tennessee-Florida game.
Right: GOODDDDD VOLS! Tennessee defeats Florida (34-32).
Kelly-Cayne and Brandon dance to Rocky Top!

Tak Futta
Clint Fulka
Gregory Cook
James Hall
Amevna Danlebiny
Stephen Hamilton
Jonathan Hart

Benjamin Hawes
Jason Herring
Brandon Helten
Jessica Howard
Das Hayab
Robert Ingf
Noel Jackson

James Jerragan
Ashley Kelly
Chevna Kelby
Jason Kolkopnick
James Kirches
Nada Kundf
Verena Large

La Chi Le
Jack Mallette
Jamie Manning
David Martin
Tets Maracacino
Cathryn Martin
Kelly-Caym 9n Mason

Left: School by day. . . Devil by night. Michelle and Brandon at Halloween Party. Middle: Lookin' good Clinic and Jason. Right. Red hat. Orange shirt. . . Ashley wants to know if Adam is for Arkansas or Tennessee?
Strong As Ever
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Graduate Health Sciences
CGHS ADMINISTRATION

Dr. Edward Scholdner
Associate Dean

Dr. Richard Peppler
Dean

Dr. David Amtmarter
Assistant Dean

Becky Brown
Executive Assistant to the Dean

GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION

Front Row L-R: Lee Sanders (President); Amy Clite (Molecular Sciences); Sandra Holmes (Graduate Nursing); Napatree Aksornrjun (Pharmaceutical Sciences); Brad Blunt (Physiology); Back Row L-R: Billy Valentine (Pathology); Chris Watts (Vice-President); Steven Lloyd (Anatomy & Neurobiology); Asaad Krzhezmksy (Biomedical Engineering); Not Pictured: Cameron Jones (Health Science Administration) and Thomas Mooney (Graduate Dentistry).

GRADUATES DECEMBER 2001

Karen Burrow
Scott Haviland
Hyesung Jooyak
Jon Cnom Kim
Laws Kantors
Catala Licona
Ceng Maturka
Runan Medhnik
Asa Nadrajm
Cary Buir
Adenah Thomas
Zhiqiang Sun
Rhett Williams
Robert Wyllie
Bing Yuan
Yihan Zhang

Epidemiology
Epidemiology
Molecular Sciences
Pathology
Health Sciences Administration
Health Sciences Administration
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Biomedical Engineering
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Molecular Sciences
Biomedical Engineering
Anatomy & Neurobiology
Nursing
Biomedical Engineering
Physiology

Graduates June 2002

Daniel Bratman
Dentistry

Michelle Cram
Pathology

Hanbal Deshmukh
Biomedical Engineering

Monique Doherty
Dentistry

Jeetendra Kowaraka
Molecular Sciences

Michael Pedler

Michelle Clun
Pathology

Sung-Yoo Han
Anatomy & Neurobiology

Logia Harris
Pathology

Tammara Harris
Nursing

Joseph Hicks
Dentistry

Zhaoqun Qin
Molecular Sciences

YongRyu
Molecular Sciences

Lee Sanders
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Tony Williams
Dentistry

David Wong
Dentistry
Molecular Sciences Department

Yasser Abdel-Rahman
Kamy Ahooa
Brian Bartscherer
Dave Bedell
Lei Chen
Amy Cline
Chuck Dooney

Christopher Dunstach
Hisham El-Sherbiny
Jeevendra Jiwarka
Peter Kramer
Ben Yang
Leigh Parini
John Pranko

Himanshu Gadgil
Yuet Gao
Gohal Jaimini
Ryan Kendall
Sheri Khan
Jayasankar Kotha
Ajit Kulkarni

Murshid Kamravan
Kavansapatra Kethkumar
Chintak Lastine
Tongyan Li
Yajun Ma
Reena Martin
Swagata Menon

Yongkai Mi
Robert Mosley
Shiguo Oka
Xiaoguang Qiu
Steeve Olivier
Yutian Peng
Zhenhui Qian

Jana Redica
Gayathri Ramaswamy
David Rundles
Gowri Ram
Siyang-Tuck Ye
Ernest Schmitz
Ying Shian

Mendith Streever
Michael Stewart
Jianming Tao
Jennifer Tsai
Lei Wang
Lai Wei
Baimin Wu

PHARMACEUTICAL
SCIENCES

Naparinda Pua Adsomkoon
Yingja Baht
Hosamett Bhattacharyya
Quannin Chen
Gangadhar Desham
Matthew Edick
Manish Gupta

Amol Gupure
Ja Han
Bo Jang
Oleg Kirichenko
Rajani Konobinda
Mahalinga KrishnaMurthy
Lee Sanders

Choil Watts
Zhengding Zhu
Yanli Zhuang
Wenhai Zhang

Not Pictured: Yanli Mi
Pengfei Song

INTERDISCIPLINARY
PROGRAM

Kerim Babaoglu
Robert Benton
Justin Bevd
Timothy Keyes
Kristen King
Cynthia Lancaster
Shen Li

Wei Liu
Aliza West
Linda Wijaja
Shiheong Yu
Yang Zeng
Strong As Ever
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Medicine
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE ADMINISTRATION

Henry G. Herrod, M.D.
Dean
College of Medicine

Richard D. Pepple, Ph.D.
Associate Dean Academic & Faculty Affairs

Robert Stowers, Ph.D.
Assistant Dean Academic & Faculty Affairs

Harold P. Wall, M.D.
Associate Dean Admissions & Student Affairs

Nelson Snider
Assistant Dean Admissions & Student Affairs

P. Joan Chappell, M.D.
Assistant Dean Admissions & Student Affairs

Keneth S. Robinson, M.D.
Assistant Dean Admissions & Student Affairs

Michael E. Dinkins, Ph.D.
Associate Dean Research

Eugene Mangiante, M.D.
Associate Dean Graduate Medical Education

Cheryl D. Allen
Associate Dean Admissions

Nina Bond
Director College of Medicine Admissions

OFFICE OF ACADEMIC AND FACULTY AFFAIRS

Ruby Laid
Mary Ann Moore
Janice Miller

Not Pictured: Remold Donald

OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

Patsy Henry
Debra Rimmer
Lisa Gregory
Debra Cole

OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS

Not Pictured: Diane Hurst

Charnaynne Alcorn
Bar Kelber

OFFICE OF THE DEAN

Not Pictured: Doreen Stanga, Fern Warren
BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES

Course Directors

Mary Dahmer, Ph.D., Cellular and Molecular Biology
Donaldson, Ph.D., Microscopic Anatomy
Deans
James S. Evans, Ph.D., Neuroscience
Satomi K. Nishimoto, Ph.D., Biochemistry
Vicki Park, Ph.D., Medical Genetics
Edward G. Schneider, Ph.D., Medical Physiology
Jack L. Wilson, Ph.D., Gross Anatomy
Sherri D. Fles, M.D., Pathology
Thomas Hatch, Ph.D., Microbiology
Kristine M. Leis, M.D., Pathophysiology
Danielle Mentes, M.D., Neurosciences
Trevor Swetsman, Ph.D., Pharmacology

LCP DIRECTORATE: Front Row (L-R): Owen Phillips, M.D.; Y. Gail
Beevers, M.D.; Howard H. Hoern, M.D.; Edgar J. McGuire, Ph.D.; Mari
C. Peterson, M.D., Back Row (L-R) P. Joan Hennesy, M.D.; Alice M.
McGarry, Ed.D.; Peter D. Jones, Ph.D.; Richard D. Peppier, Ph.D.; John R.
Baker, Ph.D.

MOLECULAR SCIENCES: David Hasty, Ph.D., Acting Chair
Front Row (L-R) Jon Katzee, Ph.D.; Elizabeth Fitzgerald, Ph.D.; Patrick Ryan, Ph.D.; Rob Edwards, Ph.D.; Susan
Sehlegel, Ph.D.; Rod Hirst, Ph.D. Second Row (L-R) Yi Zheng, Ph.D.; Martha Howe, Ph.D.; Peter Jones, Ph.D.; Harry
Jarrett, Ph.D.; Mike Whitt, Ph.D.; Walter Lang, Ph.D. Third Row (L-R) Tom Hatch, Ph.D.; Mark Miller, Ph.D.; Marko
Radic, Ph.D.; Ken Nishimoto, Ph.D.; Lorraine Krause, Ph.D.; Fourth Row (L-R) Terrence Cooper, Ph.D.; David Hasty,
Ph.D.; Art Geller, Ph.D.; Howard Jernigan, Ph.D.; Mostafa Dabbous, Ph.D.; Edwin Bucovaz, Ph.D.; Mary Dahmer,
Ph.D.; Back Row (L-R) John N. Fain, Ph.D.; Tayebeh Pourmorabbed, Ph.D.; Lorraine Aliverton, Ph.D.; David Nelson,
Ph.D.; Ram Guntaka, Ph.D.; Tony Marion, Ph.D.; John Cox, Ph.D.

PHARMACOLOGY: William R. Crowley, Ph.D., Acting Chair
Front Row (L-R) Dr. Yoshihisa Koshi; Dr. Rabin
der Rathou; Dr. Shannon Moyer; Dr. Bert Sherry;
Dr. K. U. Malek; Dr. William Gency; Second
Row (L-R) Dr. Ming Li; Dr. Marshall Finn; Dr.
William Wood; Dr. Richard White; Third Row L-
R Dr. Parker Settle; Dr. Leonard Marcklin; Dr.
Sakimoto Kojima; Dr. Ed Park; Back Row L-
R Dr. George Cook; Dr. Trevor Swetsman; Not
Pictured: W. Wenzel, Dr. Marilyn Homborg, Dr.
Tarun Patel; Dr. Mercyn Inbar; Dr. Nabil
Shalabi; Dr. Henry Wilkes, Dr. Sergio Carduno.
Anesthesiology
Chair: John Zanella, Jr., M.D., Ph.D.

Family Medicine
Chair: B. Wayne Blount, M.D.

Human Values & Ethics
Chair: Terrence Ackerman, Ph.D.

Internal Medicine
Chair: Dennis Schaberg, M.D.

Neurology
Chair: William Pulsinelli, M.D., Ph.D.

Neurosurgery
Chair: Jon Robertson, M.D.
Obstetrics & Gynecology
Chair: Frank Ling, M.D.

Opthalmology
Chair: Barrett Haik, M.D.

Orthopaedic Surgery
Chair: S. Terry Canale, M.D.

Otolaryngology
Chair: Jerome Thompson, M.D.
Pediatrics
Chair: Russell Chesney, M.D.

Preventive Medicine
Chair: Grant Sones, Ph.D.

Psychiatry
Chair: Richard Farmer, M.D. (Acting)

Radiology
Chair: Robert Gold, M.D.

Surgery
Chair: Timothy Fabian, M.D.

Urology
Chair: Mitchell Steiner, M.D.
Alpha Omega Alpha is the only national honor society in the world. Its reason for being can be expressed in a phrase: to recognize and perpetuate excellence in the medical profession. As stated in the society’s constitution, “Alpha Omega Alpha is organized for educational purposes exclusively and not for profit, and its aims shall be the promotion of scholarship and research in medical schools, the encouragement of a high standard of character and conduct among medical students and graduates, and the recognition of high attainment in medical science, practice, and related fields.” AOA elects outstanding medical students, graduates, alumni, faculty, and honorary members to its ranks. The society’s key is designed after the Manubrium Sterni. The letters AOA, engraved on the key, represent not only the name of the honor society, but the essential words in its motto:

Αξίως ύψελείν τοὺς ὑλοῦντας

“To be worthy to serve the suffering”

AOA Student selectees

Junior AOA
John Belitz
Chris Mitchell
Ikey Stone
Franklin Watkins

Senior AOA
Matthew Barrett
Trent Border
 Chrystal Clamp
Laura Cooley

Charles Cox
Alissa Craft
Christopher Dunisch
Judson Garbarino
Elias Haddad
Stephen Hammond
Eloy Jao
Janna Johnson
Elizabeth Marlow
Zachary Maxwell

Ami Naik
Chad Price
Mark Rheumme
Pamela Sanders
Denina Taylor
Cameron Trexler
Heinro Van Zy
Geoffrey Wilde
Jackson Williams
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
CLASS OF 2003

CLASS OFFICERS

Kevin Aho
Jason Aldred
Mollie Anderson
Ott Anderson
Nathan Ashby
Allan Atchley
Charles Baker

Christopher Bennett
Susan Batch
Phillip Beadle
Sanuar Biswas
Khadidjah Boutique
Dawn Broussard
Bryan Bowing

Jeffrey Boyd
Collin Brielke
Angie Brown
Sahajj Brown
Michael Burd
Regina Burton
Tony Cappeani

President: Amir Jokanovic; VPs: — Academic Affairs: Dana Gagnier, Melanie Moring; VP: — Student Affairs: Ryan Kirk, Jeni Anne Rose; MBEC: James Hunter, Wendy Sacks, Chris Shear, Elizabeth Stricker
Secretary: Jennifer Toash; Treasurer: Khadijah Boutique, Tanner Council: Jamie Maimano, Susanna Steilby, Patrick Toy, Patrick Zeller; Professionalism: Kathleen Hoytay, Scott Holman, Kendrick Joyce; Alliance: Kevin McPherson, Johnny Busey; Social Chairs: Kristy Harris, Troy Pugh.
Thomas Hunter
James Hunt
Julieta Hunt
Sabrina Hutchins

Jennifer Hyer
Christopher Iacovos
Amir Iashangi
Tawana Jamison
Ashley Jayaahasker
Michael Jenneigan
Daron Johnson

Shalita Jones
Konradic Joyce
Nicole Kearney
Kennya Keeling
Mark Keeler
Justin King
Dernet King

Matthew Kirk
Tom Ngay
Mark Koopci
Timothy Larson
Kum Le
Halibee Lee
Christopher Linn

William Eitchford
Lee Ann Land
Michael Martin
Roger McGee
Kevin M. Pham
Shannon Miller
Yvonne Mitchell

Van Montgomery
Jeffrey Moore
Margarita Moore
Jamie Moreau
Melanie Morei
Andrew Morson
James Mosley

Mark Moszczynski
Arvind Mukherjee
Brian Murphy
Joshua Murphy
Agarwa Marli
Robert Mynatt
Bill Nipper

Anshel Osde
Lemuel Oliver
Gribino Querez
Dina Feghaires
Ying Paniki
Jason Parker
Joshua Parker

Alla Patel
Damon Panpan
Zack Pearson
Shaneene Peoples
Troy Pegeer
Benjamin Powell
Alabama Purcell

Kaitlin Rabinovich
Shiona Ran
Marco Ray
Sejuna Reddy
Brian Reed
Keith Rieglie
Michael Rikee

Scott Robinson
Jared Rose
Araceli Rose
Nicole Rose
Saili Sandlin
Stephen Rums
Wendy Salas

William Sawey
Leah Saunders
Patricia Scott
Christopher Shaver
Monica Sikka
Leigh Simpson
Thomob Shimpfham

Tangila Sosa
Layli Spurgeon
Andrew Stoton
William Starks
Courtney Streuge
Chad Suddard
Suzanne Swigley

Asahi Talede
Kenny Tegy

Amy Thomas
Keith Tenkin
College of Medicine
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Adam & Isabel?
Things that make you go hmm!

Who would guess that Teresa and Rob have the "back-to-school blues."

Rhee and Ben cooking-up trouble.

Kelley Adams
Katherine Allan
Aletheia Allen
Alex Albewin
Jennifer Anderson
Frank Barnes
Chad Barson
Eric Baure
Esta Baxi
Brian Blefsoe
Nino Bradberry
Dairy Branstetter
Sharon Butcher
Rosalind Candeleria
Trey Carr
Taylor Cates
Prudence Chia
Catherine Chidester
James Choo
Asim Choudhri
Lindy Clapp
Wes Clark
Doug Clayton
Jordan Coffey
Michael Cole
Jennifer Cox
Ben Crenshaw
Rob Curzon
Amanda Daniel
Tim Davenport
Danny Day
Wes Diddle
Dolores Dotson
Damon Dozier
Matt Dress
B.W. Dudden

John "Sparky" Duffy
Andy Dyer
Jim Echols
Adam Esbenshade
Gary Finke
Van Fongnaly
Class of 2004

Appy Frenchman
Scott Fuller
Amy Galigher
Kevin Garrett
Bettina Gaycken
Ashley Gilmer

Bryan Glover
Isabel Gomez
Geoffry Goodin

Darrell Graham
Chip Gresham
Hilary Grisoom

Chris Gugelmino
Jonathan Hafner
Brinson Hargraves

Anne Harnsberger
Stephen Harvey
Scott Haynes
Melissa Heidi
Jody Helms
Kristin Herbert

Tom Higley
Regan Hill
Kelby Hoffman
Chris Holt
Libby Hooper
Lolly Houston

Roxie Huang
Candice Hunter
Tolu Isabor
Gale Jackson
Meghan Jackson
John Jarrell

Our home away from home, the 2nd floor study room.

Brian and Heather partake of a little "grape juice."

Rob Jarrett
Eric Johnson
Marie Joiner
Praven Kamhram
Sandra Kaplan
Sean Kelischad

Jeff Kiser
Linda Lasselle
Alan Levy
Liz Logan
Shannon Longshore
Amy Lonkar

Emily Loyd
Gustavo Lozada
Nouth Magdovitz
Melinda Mullette
Marche Martin
Carmetha Mathews

Neal Mayzord
Will Mays
Chris McAndrew
Richard McCollney
Lew Mccolgan
John McConnell

Seema Mehta
Mason Milburn
Sara Mirghahari

Cameia Mitchell
Shiraz Mominudin
Corey Montgomery

Aaron Morrison
Michael Muellerberger
Dodd Mullian
Bethany Owen
Kristi Owens
Suchi Pakkala
Class of 2004

B.K. Parsley
Smita Patil
Dennis Peacock

LaRon Phillips
Nick Phillips
Scott Polk

Heather Powell
Nick Powers
Valerie Pritchett

Brent Reading
Will Reisman
Jeff Riddle
Antwon Robinson
Christiana Russ
Leah Schraff

Benson Scott
Louis Selle
Jessica Shamblin
Paul Shattuck
Elizabeth Shelley
Hannah Shelby-Kenedy

Rush Shellenbarger
Ryan Shelton
Jenni Shrum
Robert Shutt
Sabina Siddiqui
Aderson Sifford

Adam Smith
Ben Smith
Dustin Smith
Rachael Smith
Randy Smith
Suma Sudhcedran

Dale Sullivan
Daniel Surphl
Anita Stady
Cindy Tailey
Jamalre Terry
Josh Thompson

Theresa Tran
Eddie Turner
Monique Updon
Jake Vargo
Artice Walker
LaTonya Washington

Lakeisha White
Matt Whitehead
Jason Wilson
Blake Williams
Matt Wilis
Paul Woodridge

Denisa Xhtii
David Yum
— Not Pictured —
Wayne Chong
Asadollah Kazempour
Lani Thomas
Matthew Wilson

Did someone forget to pay the utility bill?

Emily, Matt, & Lindy enjoy the Memphis nightlife.
WHAT? We are smiling?

James, Adam, Smira, Sara, and Meghan pause for a pic at the Peabody's Sunset Serenade.

Sean and Rachel, such great posers!

"Happy New Year!" from Alan, Christian, Emily, and Andy.

This could cause small children to have nightmares!

That "Middle Earth" Bethina and Jim! Who are you anyway Jim, a used car salesman?

Simply irresistible! Suzy, Sara, Stephen, Leah, & Erika charm the crowd as Robert Painter and his "Ladies!"

Dustin and Ben will "Pump You Up" as this years costume contest winners!

Sushi keeps us laughing as Candice and Amanda prepare to wreck havoc! Matt, I don't think your Karate Kid Crane will work here!
College of Medicine
Class of 2005

Class Officers

Front Row (L-R): Rodney Stowe, MSEC Corp; Hilary Haynes, VP Academic Affairs; Kimberly Stover, Secretary; Swap Deva; Honorees, Central Louisiana: Coordinator; Frank Cooper, VP Academic Affairs; Jay Stirling, VP, NJ; Emma
Second Row (L-R): John Secker, President, Senior, Speaker; MSEC Corp; Kim Farrell, Honoree, Central Louisiana; Marilyn Copeland, VP of Nursing; Rogier Nelson, Intern; Kimberly Snyder, ANS
Back Row (L-R): Joe Walker, Dean, Chris Scott; Photographers: Hyacinth Smith, VP Student Affairs; Allen John Stirling, ANS; Ian Green, VP Student Affairs; Andrew Houghton; Next Step; Norm Schuler; Not Pictured: MSEC: James Jones, Chuck Goldstein, Honoree, C.L.; R.T. Park, Professor; Ayako Yamasaki; Ayako Yamada; Sarah Winters; Social Class; Karen Pitz; Sanahe Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsuya Tanaka; Tatsya
Some outside Dr. Donaldson's house, waiting to give him some "exam feedback" of his own.

Next on Fox: "When Elman Attacks!"

"YOU MAKE ME SO NERVOUS JUST CALM DOWN!"

Tony, Elizabeth, Suzzie, John, and Sona enjoy a night out on the town.

Hillary, Laura, Nikki, and Sharon pose in their new white coats.

Several of the girls show off their Sunday best.
Don't hate the playa's, just hate the game.

Kariel & Alissa get close.

Allison & Stephanie hug or Jonathan.

Clock: Les & Ben take a break from a tough game of cards.

When you think of the M1 class, one word comes to mind...druggie!

Some of the girls invited on the weekend.

Cathie & Elizabeth pose while Dave looks on from the Shadows.

Monte looks on as Drake plays a wicked game of pull tabs in Stick Row's "To remember yet."

"Pagin' Dr. Freud...

Hayden goes Karen some sugar.

Lauren, Stephanie & Anne - wonder what football players do!

The guys couldn't contain their excitement when they found out the karaoke machine did have the latest O-Town hit!

Heather, Nasalit, Melissa, & Laura try to stay dry.

"Medical School: Schéndhal School?"

Josh & Phillip pose with a classmate in the witness protection program.

Kara & Brett settle for the camera.

Somehow, Joe had never before been the victim of a "Pull my finger" joke.

Watch out boys...they're man-eaters!

Medicine
Katherine Medley
MSEC President

Gaylon Owens
MSEC Vice President

Class Presidents
Cameron Trenor, Class of 2002
Amir Jahangir, Class of 2003
Darrell Graham, Class of 2004
Etham Kellum, Class of 2005

MSEC 2001-2002

Class of 2002
Cameron Trenor, Class President
Saher Adra, Representative
Jen O'Brien, Representative
Christina O'Kelley, Representative
Chad Price, Representative

Class of 2003
Amir Jahangir, Class President
James Harvey, Representative
Wendy Sacks, Representative
Chris Shaver, Representative
Thomas Jenghahn, Representative

Class of 2004
Darrell Graham, Class President
Sean Kelischak, Representative
Alan Levy, Representative
Sana Sudderuddin, Representative
Jason Wilcox, Representative

Class of 2005
Etham Kellum, Class President
Chuck Gilliland, Representative
Jamie Jones, Representative
Eigard Jahangir, Representative
Rodney Snow, Representative

Organization Representatives
Wes Doolittle, CAS
Adam Ebenhake, Phi Chi
Ashley Faunce, PSA
Brian Glover, EMG
Regan Hill, EMG
Shauna Jowers, SNMA
Beth Marine, AMWA
Neal Maynard, FPSPA
Scott Pollock, SMM
Chantanea Ron, MD OSR
Wendy Sacks, MD OSR
Benton Scott, SMS
Lauchra Talbott, MASA
Cannon Turner, MD OSR

Basic Science Subcommittees

Clinical Sciences Subcommittee

Graduates in Undergraduate Medical Education

Class of Medicine
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

HONOR COUNCIL

PROFESSIONALISM COMMITTEE
CIAO

Council for International and Area Outreach — Officers: Rob Conner, Chairman; North Magdovitz, Vice-Chairman; Angela Novick, Secretary; Wes Diddle, MSEC Rep; Dr. Wall, Dr. McCary, Dr. Novick, Dr. Bush, Faculty Advisors

EMIG

Emergency Medicine Interest Group — Officers: Trey Dobson, Chip Gresham, Dana Gegeger, Bill Nipper, Patrick Zody; Steve Winbomry, M.D., Faculty Advisor

FPPA

Family Practice Student Association — Officers: Jason Logan, Eddie J. Turner, Co-Presidents; Liz Longbothamy, Secretary; Prudence Cline, Treasurer; Meeting Coordinator; Neil Maynard, MSEC Rep; Dr. Gegeger, M.D. Rep; Ajiona Merid, MS Rep; Ben Grove, MS Rep; Dr. Ethan Kelham, M.D. Rep; Melina Hieak, Community Outreach Coordinator; W. Clay Jackson, M.D., Up Th, Faculty Advisor

PISA

Pediatric Interest Student Association — Officers: Ken Stroman, Marc Conner; Jennifer Dykstra, Ashley Foudal, Regan Stredo, Arthur Walker

SALUD

Officers: Alex Altobelli, April Breedor, Wes Diddle, Ryan Glover; Ann Lestifer, Neil Maynard, Scott Puck, Clay Sellen, Rush Shellabeger; Alicia McCary, Ph.D., Faculty Advisor

SIGN

Student Interest Group in Neurology — Officers: Peter Osterhues President; John Winters, Vice-President; Karlo Rabinovich, Secretary; Philip Raynor, Treasurer; Dan Menaker, M.D., Faculty Advisor
Swint Orf11w110111

\[\text{Student Society for Internal Medicine — Officers: Scott Polk, Ryan Shelton, Swanna Swalley}\]

\[\text{Student Surgical Society — Officers: Scott Fuller, President; Sandra Kaplan, Vice-President; Regan Hill, Secretary John McInerney, Treasurer, Vernon Scott, MSRC Rep, Jody Heiner, Staff Development Coordinator, Cindy Talley, Assistant Chair, Gersh Margnent, M.D., Gayle Mishard, M.D., Franklin Addison}\]

Not pictured: AIMS (Aid for Impaired Medical Student), AMA (American Medical Association), AMSA (American Medical Student Association), Arts in Medicine Interest Group, HPIG (Health Policy Interest Group), MS\&C (Medical Students for Choice), Obst\&Gyn Interest Group, Radiology Interest Group, SNMA (Student National Medical Association),
Strong As Ever

Allied Health Sciences
Dentistry
Graduate Health Sciences
Medicine
Nursing
Pharmacy
Social Work

Nursing
The University of Tennessee Health Science Center, College of Nursing is an agent of social change whose mission is to prepare the next generation of nurses for practice, teaching, and research; to seek new insights into nursing care through critical inquiry; and to provide superb patient care.

Donna K. Hathaway, PhD, FAAS
Dean

FACULTY

Kris Arheart, PhD
Virginia Trotter Betts, D.B., FAAN
Michael A. Carter, DNSc, FAAN
Ann K. Casklen, PhD
Patricia A. Cowan, PhD
Kay F. Engelhardt, PhD, FAAN
Emilly Fox-Hill, PhD
Donna K. Hubbard, PhD, FAAN
Diane E. Greenhill, EdD
Margaret T. Hartig, PhD, FNP
Linda T. Hill, ND, CNMA
Cheryl D. Johnson, PhD
Donald A. Knoll, MD
Judy C. Martin, PhD, FNP
Brenda C. Mills, ND, FNP, FNP
Sarah L. Mignat, EdD
Diane Rieke, PhD, FNP
Cynthia K. Russell, PhD, AHN
Timothy L. Smith, PhD, CNMA
Cheryl C. Steinbauer, PhD, FNP
Carol L. Thompson, PhD, ACNP, FNP
Peggy Ingram Veeser, EdD, FNP
Mona N. Winks, PhD
Rebecca T. Winsett, PhD, FNP

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

Rebecca Rokosky President
Charity Bauser Vice President
Tracy Collins Social Chair
Christ Bell Honor Council
Michelle Marks Secretary
Anne Swearingen NSAP Chairman
DNSc Graduates 2002

Nancy Barber
Bobby Bellflower
Chester Brown McLaughlin
Jackie Burcham
Larry Color

Kathleen Farrel
Samuel J. Macri
Jessie Ditto-Oswaco
Linda Pearson
Anna Florh

Cynthia Knox
Anne Siz
Jonathan Sorenson
Paula Squires
Marge Van Veen

Jan Young
Cory Gaylord Young

Future not available
Susan Stone

MSN GRADUATES 2002

Chris Bell
Scott Conley
James Delaney
Christie Gries
Theresa Hagg

Teresa Jackson
Michelle Lacaze
Anthony Lake
Wanda Moody
Tamaia Pelegren

Scott Conley
Michelle Lacaze
Anthony Lake
Wanda Moody
Tamaia Pelegren

Cory Ray
Rebecca Bealosky
Amanda Siders
Anne Swantingen
Tasia Todd

Anne Wreath
Teresa Wilson
Lisa Woodcock
April Yearwood

Future not available
Cheryl Bauer
Robin Bates
Cheryl Burnett
Tracy Collins
Charles Dalton
Marla Gillikin
Roberta Handling
Jean McKee
Michelle Mays
Teriina Spring
Charise Steward
Gina Witz
Tresa Wilke

156
DNSc STUDENTS

Sharon Allend
Adria Boykum
Joseph Beckard
Cindy Davis
Carol Headley

Deborah Nicosia
Sharon Salyer

[Images of students]
MSN
ANESTHESIA STUDENTS

Kimberly Briggs
Charles Dalton
Christy Evans
Peter Hearm
The Johnson

Timothy Kelley
Rhonda Kelly
Kimberly Lent
Sandra Martin
Kimberly Burton

Larry Smith
Shelly Stewart
Brian Turner
Blakeley Ward
Pharmacy

Allied Health Sciences
Dentistry
Graduate Health Sciences
Medicine
Nursing
Pharmacy
Social Work

Strong As Ever
College of Pharmacy

Dr. Dick R. Gourley
Dean

Dr. Jim Eoff
Executive Associate Dean

Dr. Glen E. Farr
Assistant Dean for Continuing Education and East Tennessee

Dr. David K. Solomon
Associate Dean for Veterans Administration and Hospital Affairs

Dr. George Wood
Assistant Dean for Education

Robby Thomas
Assistant to Dean

Jeff Bogor
Director of Development and Alumni Affairs

Dr. Stephanie Phelps
Director of Experiential Education

Kelli Ingram
Executive Assistant

Kelli Beard
Administrative Service Assistant

Brenda Scott
Administrative Secretary

Wanda Patrick
Senior Administrative Service Assistant

The University of Tennessee College of Pharmacy

166 College of Pharmacy
Faculty

Dr. Richard A. Holmes
Department Chair for Clinical Pharmacy

Dr. Diane Miller
Department Chair for Pharmaceutical Sciences

Dr. Christopher Brandberry
Department Chair for Pharmacy Practice and Pharmacoeconomics

College of Pharmacy

2002 GRADUATES

Stephanie Claytor
Class of 2002 President

Jerrille Hamilton
Vice President

Carrie Malone
Secretary

Krista King
Treasurer

Chad Frost
Web Master

Nancy Hamlett
Social Chair

Kelli Turner
Social Co-Chair

Carra Watson
Social Chair

College of Pharmacy 169
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2003 GRADUATES

Class Officers: L to R; 1st Row: Susan Cogton, Class Counselor; Lee Schmier, Vice-President; Terrela Jett, President; Petrea Carter, Secretary; Kim Edgene, Vice-President, 2nd Row: Kevin Brown, Honor Council; Shanaea Parker, Social Chair; Christie Roberson, AIAA, Treasurer; Allen Brewer, Social Chair; Brandy McMillan, Honor Council.

Stephanie Adams
Christopher Sneed
Sioned Bratet
Stacie Black
Kibbi Brewer
Kem Brown
Jennifer Bryant

Denise Byrns
Brandi Byrd
Petrea Carter
Brandan Cross
Boysy Caudly
April Caudly
Case Champion

Jessica Clark
Kim Czinktenrach
Emily Cook
Netuyen Corson
Jennifer Cunningham
Charisse Travis
Mindy Deal
College of Pharmacy

2004 GRADUATES

Class Officers: L to R; 1st Row: Paige Clement and Kara Keasler, Social Chair; Ryan Platt, President; Bhavana Desai, Vice-President; Kristen Vernon, Secretary. 2nd Row: Kelly Williford, Class Counselor; Amy Gasslin, PGSA Representative; Billy Edal, Athletic Coordinator; Laura Bradshaw, PGSA Representative; Patrick McNalley, Vice-Counselor. 3rd Row: Cameron James, Treasurer.

Sonia Angelopoulous
April Arnes
Allison Hughes Baldus
Melissa Baker
Wesley Bill
Sakitos Bong
Emily Bygg

Jessica Bue
Lauren Burke
Laura Bradshaw
Jennifer Benedict
Aaron Brown
Robert Ballington
Todd Byrnes

Allen Campbell
Robert Cade
Whitney Caton
Jenifer Chapman
Paige Clement
Stephanie Conroy
Christian Cordell

Ireneny Cain
Theresa Cramton
Sarah Creag
Trenton Davidson
Eita Davis-Dues
Bhavana Desai
William Dorr

David Dockery
Sharon Dogan
Joseph Eanes
Lori Ferguson
Bjehamag Fimmimmons
Ryan Flatt
Andria Galloway

Amy Gasslin
Rhonda Gardner
Jenica Gooch
Tommy Harris
Toke Harto-Norfork
Michael Haynes
Judy Harty

Wendy Hicks
Stacey Draper
Hicks
Dewitt Hill
Brian Holmes
Christine Hunt
Cameron James
Jennifer Jenkins

Tener Jenkis
Jeremy Jones
Keryn Joseph
Kara Krentz
Emily Kott
Kayer Kue
Chindy Kojioa Kim

Cindy Le
Tareka Lusco
Kimberly Madsen
Darnell Sceare Marshall
Kristina McCloskey
Patrick McNally
Yubina Miller

Claire Mcdonald
Susan Mcn
Haworth Park
Kathryn Patterson
Elysa Pegues
Sharon Reynolds Peters
Jean Peters

Kent Phillips
Jennifer Powell
Chris Englund
Kristie Kenter
Lauren Beagan
Hayley Becker
Darrelle Sheldon
College of Pharmacy

2005 GRADUATES

Class Officers: L to R: 1st Row: Jenny Peterson, Class Counselor; Shae Hamilton, Treasurer; Kimberly March, Vice-President; Kathryn Stolfi, Social Chair; Jill Hodges, Secretary. 2nd Row: Jason Lindsey, PICA Representative; Kirk Hevener, Athletic Coordinator; Rachel Cipressi, Honor Council; Ryan Gorton, Web Coordinator. 3rd Row: Mary Ellen Upton, Vice-President; Rubye Watkins, Honor Council; Mark Drabik, Athletic Coordinator; Andrew Penney, President.

Erich Alver
Mande Armstrong
Philip Baker
Lynn Bemier
Lacy Blackwell
John Bradwood
Christina Bradley

Jennifer Bemmer
Jennifer Bower
Megan Brewer
Clifford Broughton
Catherine Brown
Kwania Brown
Willa Carter

Doug Clark
Joann Jorkin
Clay Croft
Crissy Cox
Seth Cayce
Andrea Constant
Lincoln Dabbs
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It takes someone special to become a leader. The University of Tennessee prides itself in not only graduation pharmacists but individuals that will become tomorrow’s leaders.

Pharmacy Organizations

RHO CHI

PHI LAMBDASIGMA
The Student National Pharmaceutical Association (SNPhA) was founded in 1972 as the student affiliate of the National Pharmaceutical Association (NPhA). The purpose of SNPhA is to plan, organize, coordinate and execute programs geared toward the improvement of the health, social and professional development of the minority community while providing opportunities for professional development. The objectives of SNPhA are to develop leadership skills, to educate minority communities about health care, and to provide minority professionals as vital members of the health care team, to educate minority communities about better health care practices and other student educational development of the community, while providing opportunities for professional development. The membership of SNPhA includes students, faculty, and community leaders. The members of the University of Tennessee Student National Pharmaceutical Association (SNPhA) are members of the National Pharmaceutical Association (NPhA) and members of the University of Tennessee Students National Pharmaceutical Association (SNPhA) are members of the University of Tennessee Students National Pharmaceutical Association (SNPhA). Some of the activities include monthly blood pressure screenings, bone marrow drives, health fairs, and donating school supplies to local elementary schools.
Kappa Psi was the first national pharmaceutical fraternity and it is the world’s largest. The University of Tennessee is the home of the Psi Chapter. For seventy-six years, we have fulfilled four virtues in our brotherhood: Industry, Sobriety, Fellowship, and High Wages. These virtues help to advance the practice of pharmacy. Morally, socially, and professionally. Combined with the great education we receive as UT, Kappa Psi continues to help shape its brethren into exceptional, respectful, socially, and professionally. Combined with great leaders and educators and a dedicated brotherhood, Kappa Psi provides the best college experience a student can have. This year we wish to welcome new members and continue our brotherhood in excellence, knowledge, and camaraderie.
Phi Delta Chi is a national coed professional pharmacy fraternity. It is the first pharmacy fraternity and was founded in 1883 at the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor. The Chapter at the University of Tennessee is the Omega Chapter, and it was the first pharmacy fraternity on this campus. The objective of Phi Delta Chi is to advance the science of pharmacy and to foster and maintain a fraternal spirit among its members. This organization advocates brotherhood among its members and provides the student with leadership skills and professional and social experiences to enhance their character. The members of the Omega Chapter are very active both on campus and in the community. Some civic activities include monthly blood pressure clinics, holiday parties for the Loving Arms children, sponsorship of Ferris Park, Habitat for Humanity, and the National Red Cross Campaign for St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital. The service activities are done along with the many faculty here at UT. The benefits received from Phi Delta Chi include: Professionalism, Scholastic Encouragement, Social Awareness, Brotherhood and Fraternity.
Pharmacy Students Know...

How To Work Hard,

And Play Even Harder!
Strong As Ever

Allied Health Sciences

Dentistry

Graduate Health Sciences

Medicine

Nursing

Pharmacy

Social Work

Social Work
COLLEGE OF SOCIAL WORK
FIRST YEAR STUDENTS

Louise Alexander
Whitney Austin
Rebecca Babcock
Charonelle Bennner
Devvina Brown
Mark Brown

Shawna Moore
Karen Pattenen
Karen Quaiden
Tricia Russell

Katherine Campbell
Pamela Clark
Wendy Cottle
Ricky Crane
Bertha Downer
Barry Tamer

Sarah Ryan
Lori Sanders
Dakney Shading
Rachel Sowder

Andrea Ferrick
Cavin Fox
Joshua Golkin
Sean Gray
Shakira Gutierrez
Brooke Hall

Emily Thompson
Deborah Underwood
Wendy Ward

Amanda Henson
Danielle Hobbs
David Horton
Bryan Hughey
Lakeisha Jones
Cassidy King

Dana Lake
Sharon Long
Sara Marthy
Vicki Martin
Penny Melland
Sandra Moakley
Strong As Ever